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A theory of the modified Elias cloud-point method for determining theta- 
conditions is developed. This takes the form of an explicit relationship between 
the interaction parameter and the volume fraction of polymer at incipient 
phase separation. With the aid of this relationship, numerical calculations are 
performed easily, without resort to electronic computation. The conditions 
necessary for the unmodified Elias method to yield correct results are also 

determined. 

ELIAS I'~ has proposed a cloud-point procedure for determining theta- 
compositions. This method consists of titrating with non-solvent dilute 
solutions of polymer, at different concentrations, to incipient phase separa- 
tion. The volume fraction of non-solvent (v~s) thus required when plotted 
against the polymer concentration (c2 ing  cm -3) at the cloud-point, usually 
on a log/log basis, can be linearly extrapolated to log c2=0. The corres- 
ponding value of v~s was claimed by Elias to be the theta-composition. 
Morawetz 8 has pointed out that a sound theoretical basis for the method 
was not established; instead, Elias ~ adopted a pragmatic approach and 
showed experimentally that the method commonly yielded theta- 
compositions comparable to those obtained by thermodynamically based 
techniques. 

Subsequently, Comet and van Ballegooijen 4 modified the Elias procedure. 
They proposed that v~s, rather than the more usual log vns, is the correct 
parameter to plot as ordinate and that the correct abscissa is the logarithm 
of the volume fraction (not the concentration) of polymer (v2). In support 
of these proposals, Comet and van Ballegooijen. presented computer calcu- 
lations, based upon the Flory-Huggins theory, which established a linear 
dependence of the interaction parameter X1 on log v2 when 10 -5 ~-~ v~ ~< 10 -2. 
Extrapolation of such plots to v~ = 1 gave X1 = ½. This corresponds 5 to the 
attainment of theta-conditions. As vns and XI can also be related linearly ~, 
these calculations provided the first thermodynamic justification for the 
cloud-point method, albeit in its modified form. An analogous procedure ~ 
was also devised for determining them-temperatures. 

Comet and van Ballegooijen ~ were, however, unable to find an explicit 
mathematical dependence of Xx on log v2 which would constitute the theo- 
retical justification called for by Morawetz. Consequently, they were forced 
to rely upon electronically calculated relationships obtained by trial-and- 
error computation from the raw Flory-Huggins equations. Our purpose is 
to develop an explicit relationship between log v2 and X1 to a point where it 
is unnecesssary to resort to computer calculations. In addition, as it might 
perhaps be inferred that the unmodified Elias method is invariably grossly 
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in error, we will determine the mathematical conditions under which it may 
give correct results, 

T H E O R Y  
The following notation is used: 

/~ Chemical potential 
v Volume fraction 

Xl Interaction parameter 
x Polymer lattice site occupation number 

subscript 1 denotes the solvent 
subscript 2 denotes the polymer 

superscript c denotes the concentrated polymer phase 
superscript d denotes the dilute polymer phase. 

We begin by identifying v~ with the polymer concentration at incipient 
phase separation. This is justifiable if an infinitesimally small amount of 
concentrated polymer phase is formed and if v] ~ 0"01. We will further 

o d and that the interaction parameter is the assume that x >~ 1, that v 2 >~ v~ 
same in both the concentrated and the dilute phases. Then at equilibrium 
between the phases: 

/z~ =/z~ (1) 
and 

(2) 

Since the net segment interaction is small, we may substitute for all four 
chemical potentials the well-known expressions derived from the Flory- 
Huggins theory ~ of concentrated polymer solutions. On rearrangement and 
minor simplification, we obtain from equality (1) 

In (1 - v~)-ln ( 1 -  ~)  + ( ~ -  v~) + Xx [(~)~-(v~] =0  (3) 

where we have set o_ a_ X1- X1 - X1. The assumptions ° d v 2 >~ v 2 and ~ ~ 0"01 are 
also invoked to give 

In (1 - ~ ) ÷  ~+X1 (v~)2=O (4) 

Since ~ < 1, we may expand the logarithm as a power series, neglecting 
terms higher than third order 

- 9 = 0 (5) 

The non-trivial solution of this cubic equation is 

v~=3 (X1- ~) (6) 

On substituting the Flory-Huggins relationships into equality (2) and 
simplifying, we lind 

In v~ = In v~ + x~  + xx~v ~ (~ - 2) (7) 

Equation (6) can now be used to eliminate v~ from equation (7) whence 

In v~ = In [3 (X~- ½)] + 9x (X~- ½) [ ~ -  (~) X1 + ½] (8a) 
i.e. 

log v]=log [3 (X~-O]+3"908x(x~-9 ~ (X~-~) (8b) 
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We have now established an explicit relationship between log v~ and X~. 
The RHS of equation (8b) is seemingly more complex than demanded by 
a simple linear dependence and it cannot be simplified readily. Hence 
any linear dependence derived from it can be applicable only over a 
limited range o~ Xt and cannot be completely general. Fortunately 
equation (8b) is in a form particularly suited to accurate arithmetic 

d the corresponding value of X~ is computation: given values of x and v 2, 
quickly calculated by successsive approximations with the aid of little 
more than a slide rule. 
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Figure / --Variat ion of interaction parameter with polymer volume 
fraction at incipient phase separation 

The results shown in Figure 1 were generated in this way for 
103 ~ x ~ l& and 10 -5 <~ v~ ~ 10 -~. The linear relationship between 
X1 and log ~ is immediately obvious in this domain. So, too, is the 
extrapolation of X1 to ½ when v~ = 1. 

The linearity of these plots can be derived less precisely, but without 
numerical computation, from further algebraic consideration of equation 
(Sa) which takes the form 

log v~ = log [3 (X1 - ½)] + 9x (X1 - ½) P/2.303 
where 

I 7 P = X , - ( ~ )  X~+~ 
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On differentiating P with respect to X1 we observe that 

dP / dx1 = 2X1 - 7 ,,~ 0 

since 0"5 < X~ < 0-6. Thus P is approximately constant over the X1 range 
studied, as ~s log [3 (X1- ½)]. The linearity of the plots of X~ versus log v~ is 
accordingly explained. Conversely, non-linearity outside the X~ range 
examined must be expected. 

Equation (8b) can thus be regarded as the theoretical basis of the Cornet 
and van Ballegooijen cloud-point procedure since both v~ and the inverse 
of the phase separation temperature are linearly related to X~. The assump- 
tion used in its derivation which is least likely to be valid experimentally 
is the equality of Xx in both the dilute and concentrated phases: this 
violation is particularly probable in the determination of theta-composi- 
tions when the ratio of solvent to non-solvent in the two phases may differ 
signiticanfly. 

Elias e has tabulated many theta-compositions, most of which were 
obtained by his unmodified procedure. Therefore it is relevant to ascertain 
theoretically whether or hot these values are correct. Suppose v~s (a 
constant) is the maximum value of v~ observed for the most dilute solu- 
tion of a given polymer. For any other polymer concentration the value 
of v~, will be decreased by an amount ~v~ 

v ~t vn~ = as- -  8V ~  

Hence 
In v~.-- In v~, + In [1 - (Sv~,/v~)] 

If we assume that 8v~/v~, ~ 1 then 

i.e. 
ln v,,=in v~-Sv~,/v~, 

log v~, = log v~, + (vn, - v~) ] (2"3 03 ~ ) 

This linearity establishes that plots with vns and log v~s as ordinates are 
equivalent if, and only if, 8v~,/v~ is sutficiently small for In [1-(Sv~,/v~)] 
to be approximated accurately by -8v=~/v~. Moreover, the extrapolations 
to abscissae c~= 1 and v~= 1 are only equivalent if the density of the 
polymer is not too different from unity. These two conditions must there- 
fore be satisfied before the unmodified Elias method can be expected to 
yield correct results. 

The experimental evidence adduced by Elias ~ to support his unmodified 
procedure was obtained under precisely these conditions. Conversely, 
Cornet and van Ballegooijen ~ showed that for polystyrene in cyelohexane 
at the them-temperature, when 8v,~./v~ is not small, the unmodified Elias 
method gave incorrect results. Thus both theory and experiment agree 
that the data tabulated by Elias s are only reliable for those polymers whose 
densities are close to unity and if the concentration dependence of the 
volume fraction of non-solvent at the cloud-point is small in comparison 
with the volume fraction of non-solvent at the theta-composition. 
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